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In this paper we propose a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm to generate Mamdani
fuzzy rule-based systems with different good trade-offs between complexity and accuracy.
The main novelty of the algorithm is that both rule base and granularity of the uniform par-
titions deﬁned on the input and output variables are learned concurrently. To this aim, we
introduce the concepts of virtual and concrete rule bases: the former is deﬁned on linguis-
tic variables, all partitioned with a ﬁxed maximum number of fuzzy sets, while the latter
takes into account, for each variable, a number of fuzzy sets as determined by the speciﬁc
partition granularity of that variable. We exploit a chromosome composed of two parts,
which codify the variables partition granularities, and the virtual rule base, respectively.
Genetic operators manage virtual rule bases, whereas ﬁtness evaluation relies on an appro-
priate mapping strategy between virtual and concrete rule bases. The algorithm has been
tested on two real-world regression problems showing very promising results.
 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Mamdani fuzzy rule-based systems (MFRBSs) [1] consist of a completely linguistic rule base (RB), a data base (DB) con-
taining the fuzzy sets associated with the linguistic terms used in the RB and a fuzzy logic inference engine. The RB together
with the DB represent the knowledge base (KB) of the MFRBS. These systems have been extensively and successfully applied
to various engineering ﬁelds, such as control [1,2], classiﬁcation [3] and regression [4], thanks to their capability to emulate
the human reasoning and inferring.
Several approaches have been proposed for the automatic identiﬁcation of the KB of an MFRBS from numerical data when
tackling problems where the knowledge provided by human experts is poor or missing. Most of these approaches have fo-
cused on RB learning, using a predeﬁned DB that usually contains uniform partitions with the same granularity for each lin-
guistic variable [4–7].
During the last decade, evolutionary algorithms (EAs) have been widely exploited for generating MFRBSs. Here, EAs have
been used to perform two main tasks: genetic tuning and genetic learning of MFRBS components [8,9]. Genetic tuning is ap-
plied as a post processing method, once the RB has been derived, with the aim of adjusting the preliminary DB deﬁnition
[10,11] or adapting the parameters of the inference engine [12]. Genetic learning concerns both the RB and the DB.
As regards the RB, EAs have been exploited both for RB generation and for rule selection. In the former case, most of the
approaches proposed in the literature use a predeﬁned DB to generate the rule set: one chromosome can represent the over-
all RB (Pittsburg approach) [13] or a single rule [6,7,14,15] (in this case, the RB consists of the rules in the ﬁnal population or. All rights reserved.
ax: +39 050 2217600.
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18]: generally, a binary chromosome codiﬁes the presence or the absence of the rules in the RB.
As regards the DB, some a priori learning techniques have been proposed focusing on fuzzy partition learning [19–22].
First, genetic operators are used to generate DB components. Then, an RB learning approach is adopted in order to extract
the RB: in this way, the ﬁtness of the overall KB is evaluated in the evolutionary process. A preﬁxed RB can be also exploited
in the evaluation of the DB.
The ideal approach to KB learning would be to learn concurrently DB and RB: unfortunately, this approach has to tackle a
very large search space, which is difﬁcultly manageable also for EAs. Thus, in the literature, approximations of the ideal ap-
proach have been proposed such as to learn simultaneously the overall RB and, for the DB, only the granularities of the uni-
form partitions deﬁned on the input and output variables [23–25].
On the other hand, granularity is a critical factor in MFRBS generation and affects both accuracy and complexity, by ﬁxing
an upper bound to the number of rules in the MFRBS. Cordón et al. have analyzed the inﬂuence of granularity on the per-
formance of the MFRBSs provided by different RB learning methods [26]: they have concluded that there does not exist a
unique optimal granularity and that the choice depends not only on the problem, but also on the RB learning approach.
In this paper, following the current trend in MFRBS generation [27], we propose a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm
(MOEA) which is able to generate MFRBSs with good trade-offs between interpretability and accuracy, determining the gran-
ularity of the partitions deﬁned on each linguistic variable and learning the corresponding RB simultaneously. As discussed
in [18], the interpretability of fuzzy rule-based systems depends on four factors: (i) simplicity of fuzzy rules, (ii) simplicity of
the fuzzy RB, (iii) simplicity of fuzzy reasoning and (iv) interpretability of the fuzzy partitions.
Simplicity of the fuzzy rules is related to the type of fuzzy rules and to the number of inputs involved in each rule. Here,
we use Mamdani rules which are universally recognised as the most interpretable rules. Simplicity of the fuzzy RB mainly
depends on the number of input variables and number of rules. We constrain the number of rules to be lower than a ﬁxed
threshold. Simplicity of fuzzy reasoning depends on the type of inference used to deduce conclusions from facts and rules. In
this paper, we do not investigate this factor. In an interpretable partition, the number of fuzzy sets should be reasonable, the
fuzzy sets should be normal and distinguishable enough, and the overall universe of discourse should be strictly covered
[28]. We guarantee partition interpretability by adopting uniform partitions and forcing the number of fuzzy sets to be lower
than a ﬁxed threshold. Thus, in this paper, interpretability of MFRBSs depends on the number of rules, input variables and
conditions in the antecedent of rules. To take all these factors into consideration we measure interpretability in terms of
complexity as the number of propositions used in the antecedents of the rules.
In our approach, chromosomes are composed of two parts, which codify the partition granularity for each linguistic var-
iable and the RB, respectively. The RB is deﬁned on ﬁctitious partitions composed of a maximum ﬁxed number of fuzzy sets
and only when accuracy and complexity have to be evaluated this sort of virtual RB is mapped to a concrete RB by using the
number of fuzzy sets determined by the ﬁrst part of the chromosome. Thus, genetic operators are applied to genes deﬁned on
the same domain. In the evolutionary process, we adopt standard crossover and mutation operators for the ﬁrst part and, for
the second part, the crossover and mutation operators proposed in [29] for RB learning.
We tested our approach on two real-world regression problems. Results conﬁrm that learning concurrently the RB and
the partition granularity in the evolutionary process generates solutions in the Pareto front approximation characterized
by better trade-offs between accuracy and complexity than exploiting learning of rules only.2. Multi-objective evolutionary algorithms for MFRBS generation
MOEAs have proved to be very effective to search for optimal solutions to problems that incorporate multiple perfor-
mance criteria in competition with each other [30,31]. MOEAs generate a family of equally valid solutions, where each solu-
tion tends to satisfy a criterion to a higher extent than another. Different solutions are compared with each other by using
the notion of Pareto dominance. A solution x associated with a performance vector u dominates a solution y associated with a
performance vector v if and only if, 8i 2 f1; . . . ; Ig, with I the number of criteria, ui performs better than, or equal to, v i and
9i 2 f1; . . . ; Ig such that ui performs better than v i, where ui and v i are the ith elements of vectors u and v, respectively. A
solution is said to be Pareto optimal if it is not dominated by any other possible solution. The set of Pareto-optimal solutions
is denoted as Pareto front. Thus, the aim of a multi-objective search algorithm is to discover a family of solutions that are a
good approximation of the Pareto front.
In the last years, MOEA-based generation of MFRBSs has represented an important trend both for KB learning and tuning
[9,27]. It is well known that the main advantage of MFRBSs is their linguistic interpretability; on the other hand, improve-
ment in system accuracy is generally achieved at the expense of interpretability. While in the past a lot of attention has been
paid only to system accuracy, recently a number of papers in the specialized literature have focused on trade-off between
interpretability and accuracy [32,33]. MOEAs allow generating a set of MFRBSs, which compose the Pareto front, with differ-
ent trade-offs between interpretability and accuracy. For example, in [17,18], MOEAs are used for fuzzy rule selection: after
extracting a large number of candidate fuzzy rules from numerical data by a heuristic approach, non-dominated subsets of
these candidate rules are selected by both maximizing accuracy and minimizing complexity. In [34], a new method, which
considers selection of rules together with tuning of membership functions (MFs), determines solutions with the lowest pos-
sible number of rules focusing the search only on the Pareto zone with the highest accuracy. In [23,29], MOEAs are applied to
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proposed in [29], the non-dominated RBs are generated by using ﬁxed partitions, the technique proposed in [23] represents
an approximation of the ideal approach to learn simultaneously the RB and the DB. However, this technique determines dif-
ferent partitions of the linguistic variables for different rules, thus generating a non-standard and, in our opinion, less inter-
pretable MFRBS than using the same granularity for each partition. Furthermore, it is applied to classiﬁcation problems while
our approach is applied to regression problems.3. The proposed approach
3.1. The virtual RB
Let X ¼ fX1; . . . ;Xf ; . . . ;XFg be the set of input variables and XFþ1 be the output variable. Let Uf ðf ¼ 1; . . . ; F þ 1Þ be the uni-
verse of the f th variable. Let Pf ¼ fAf ;1; . . . ;Af ;Tf g be a uniform fuzzy partition of Tf fuzzy sets on variable Xf . An MFRBS is com-
posed of M rules expressed as:Rm : IF X1 is A1;jm;1 and . . . and XF is AF;jm;F THEN XFþ1 is AFþ1;jm;Fþ1 ðm ¼ 1; . . . ;MÞ ð1Þwhere jm;f 2 ½1; Tf  identiﬁes the index of the fuzzy set (among the Tf fuzzy sets of partition Pf Þ, which has been selected for Xf
in rule Rm. We adopt the product and the weighted average method as AND logical operator and defuzziﬁcation method,
respectively.
To take the ‘‘don’t care” condition [17] into account, a new fuzzy set Af ;0ðf ¼ 1; . . . ; FÞ is added to all the F input partitions
Pf . This fuzzy set is characterized by an MF equal to 1 on the overall universe. The terms Af ;0 allow generating rules which
contain only a subset of the input variables. Obviously, if an input variable is associated with only Af ;0 fuzzy sets in all the
rules, the variable can be eliminated since it does not affect the computation of the output, thus carrying out a variable selec-
tion at the system level. It follows that jm;f 2 ½0; Tf , f ¼ 1; . . . ; F, and jm;Fþ1 2 ½1; TFþ1. Thus, an MFRBS can be completely de-
scribed by a matrix J 2 NMðFþ1Þ [29], where the generic element ðm; f Þ indicates that fuzzy set Af ;jm;f has been selected for
variable Xf in rule Rm.
Given a set of N input observations x^n ¼ ½x^n;1; . . . ; x^n;F , with x^n;f 2 R, and the set of the corresponding outputs x^n;Fþ1 2 R,
n ¼ 1; . . . ;N, we apply an MOEA which produces a set of MFRBSs with different good trade-offs between accuracy and com-
plexity by learning simultaneously both the granularity of the uniform partitions of each variable and the RB.
To simultaneously determine granularity of partitions and RB in the evolutionary process is not an easy task since the RB
depends on the number of fuzzy sets used to partition the variables. Granularity ﬁxes the upper bound of possible jm;f values.
Indeed, jm;f 2 ½0; Tf , where Tf is the partition granularity of variable Xf . Further, since we adopt uniform partitions, granular-
ity ﬁxes the width of the support of each MF. Thus, once established the granularity, a meaning can be associated with each
proposition. Let Xf is Af ;2 be a proposition. If, for instance, the granularity is 2, Af ;2 corresponds to a fuzzy set close to the right
extreme of the universe of Xf and is characterized by a large support. On the contrary, if the granularity is 8, Af ;2 corresponds
to a fuzzy set close to the left extreme of the universe and is characterized by a small support. Thus, label Af ;2 can be asso-
ciated with completely different meanings depending on the speciﬁc granularity.
In the evolutionary approach, therefore, each solution has to codify both the granularity used in the DB and the RB. This
raises the following problem. Let us suppose that during the evolutionary process two solutions, s1 and s2; contain rules gen-
erated by using partitions of the same variable with T1f and T
2
f fuzzy sets, respectively. If these two solutions are mated, for
instance, through one-point crossover, how should we interpret in the offspring o1 the rules expressed in terms of T
2
f fuzzy
sets by using T1f fuzzy sets (or vice versa, how should we interpret in the offspring o2 the rules expressed in terms of T
1
f fuzzy
sets by using T2f fuzzy sets)? Indeed, the semantics associated with the propositions in the case of a partition with T
1
f fuzzy
sets may be completely different from the case of a partition with T2f fuzzy sets. Thus, we have to deﬁne a mapping strategy,
but this strategy must preserve the original semantics of the propositions. Further, when we map propositions from a high
granularity to a low granularity, it is likely that different rules are mapped to the same rule.
Let us assume, for instance, that T1f ¼ 8 and T2f ¼ 2 for the same variable Xf in s1 and s2, respectively. Let us suppose to
have two rules in solution s1 which differ for only one proposition: Xf is Af ;7 in the ﬁrst rule and Xf is Af ;8 in the second rule.
When these propositions are mapped from granularity 8 to granularity 2 by mating s1 and s2, the two rules become equal in
offspring o2. Thus, in o2 one of the two rules is eliminated. Actually, this elimination affects the exploitation process of the EA.
Indeed, if o2 is subsequently mated with another solution s3 which has T
3
f ¼ 8, the mapping strategy recovers only one of the
two initial rules, thus losing a rule which had been generated by the evolutionary process and maybe representing a high-
quality gene. The mapping strategy, therefore, has to avoid to eliminate good genes.
Concluding, the mapping strategy has to be deﬁned so as:
(i) to preserve as much as possible the original meaning of the propositions, and
(ii) to allow valid genes to survive during the evolutionary process, thus guaranteeing a good exploitation.
To satisfy these requirements, we introduce the concept of virtual RB. A virtual RB is composed of rules deﬁned by con-
sidering all the variables partitioned with a user-deﬁned maximum number Tmax of fuzzy sets. We apply the crossover and
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deﬁned by using the same granularities for the variables, no mapping strategy is needed and therefore rules, which are dif-
ferent in the parents, remain different in the offspring. During the evolutionary process, granularity of each partition can vary
from 2 to Tmax, but the actual granularity is used only in the computation of the ﬁtness. Since the rules are deﬁned by using
the highest granularity, the mapping strategy has to map propositions from the highest granularity to lower granularities
and not vice versa. In practice, we evolve virtual RBs and assess their quality using each time different ‘‘lens” depending
on the actual number of fuzzy sets used to partition the single variables. This allows fulﬁlling both exploitation and explo-
ration to a high extent. In the following subsections, we describe the chromosome coding, the mapping strategy, the genetic
operators and the evolutionary algorithms used in the experimental part.
3.2. Chromosome coding and objectives
Each solution is codiﬁed by a chromosome C composed of two parts, namely CPG and CRB, which deﬁne the partition gran-
ularities of all the variables and the virtual RB, respectively. In particular, CPG is a vector containing F þ 1 natural numbers:
the f th element of the vector contains the number Tf 2 ½2; Tmax of fuzzy sets which partition the linguistic variable Xf . Tmax is
ﬁxed by the user. In our experiments, we used the same value of Tmax for all the linguistic variables. CRB encodes the virtual
RB by considering that each variable Xf is uniformly partitioned by using Tmax fuzzy sets, that is, Pf ¼ fAf ;1; . . . ;Af ;Tmaxg. As in
[29], CRB is composed ofM  ðF þ 1Þ natural numbers whereM is the number of rules currently present in the virtual RB. Fig. 1
shows the chromosome coding we adopted in our approach. The RB used to compute the ﬁtness (deﬁned as concrete RB) is
obtained by means of a mapping strategy, described in the next subsection, which takes the actual granularities ﬁxed by CPG
into account.
Each chromosome is associated with a bi-dimensional objective vector. The ﬁrst element of the vector measures the com-
plexity of the MFRBS as the number of propositions used in the antecedents of the rules contained in the concrete RB (the
number of rules may be different, as explained in the next subsection, between the virtual and concrete RBs). The second
element assesses the accuracy calculated asMSE ¼ 1
2  jEj
XjEj
l¼1
ðFðxlÞ  ylÞ2;where jEj is the size of the dataset, FðxlÞ is the output obtained from the MFRBS when the lth input pattern is considered, and
yl is the desired output.
3.3. The mapping strategy
The mapping strategy transforms the virtual RB deﬁned on variables partitioned with Tmax fuzzy sets into a concrete RB
where the numbers of fuzzy sets which partition the linguistic variables are ﬁxed by CPG. The mapping strategy has to be able
to preserve the semantics of each proposition by moving from Tmax fuzzy sets in the virtual RB to the actual number Tf ,
f ¼ 1 . . . F þ 1, in the concrete RB. To this aim, we adopt a very simple algorithm. Let Xf is Af ;h, h 2 ½0; Tmax, be a generic fuzzy
proposition deﬁned in a rule of the virtual RB. Then, the proposition will be mapped to Xf is eAf ;s, with s 2 ½0; Tf , where eAf ;s is
the fuzzy set more similar to Af ;h among the Tf fuzzy sets eAf ;j deﬁned on Xf . For the sake of simplicity, we have trivially con-
sidered as similarity measure the distance between the centroids of the two fuzzy sets. If there are two fuzzy sets inePf ¼ feAf ;1; . . . ; eAf ;Tf g with centroids at the same distance from the centroid of Af ;h, we choose randomly one of the two fuzzy
sets.
As an example, let us assume that Tmax ¼ 5. Given an MFRBS with 2 input variables, the chromosome in Fig. 2 codiﬁes the
DB shown in Fig. 3 and the following virtual RB:
R1: IF X1 is A1;5 and X2 is A2;5 THEN X3 is A3;1
R2: IF X1 is A1;4 and X2 is A2;4 THEN X3 is A3;1
R3: IF X1 is A1;1 and X2 is A2;1 THEN X3 is A3;5X1 X2   ….. XF+1 
T1 T2 .. TF+1 1,11, jA 1,22, jA ….. 1, 11, FF jA ++ …. ,11, MjA ,22, MjA ….. , 11, M FF jA ++
CPG CRB
R1 RM
Fig. 1. Chromosome coding.
X1 X2 X3
4 3 5 5 5 1 4 4 1 1 1 5 
R1 R2 R3
Fig. 2. An example of chromosome coding.
X1 X2 X3
Fig. 3. Partition granularity corresponding to the CPG part of the example chromosome of Fig. 2.
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R1: IF X1 is eA1;4 and X2 is eA2;3 THEN X3 is eA3;1
R2: IF X1 is eA1;3 and X2 is eA2;2 THEN X3 is eA3;1
R3: IF X1 is eA1;1 and X2 is eA2;1 THEN X3 is eA3;5
Actually, A2;4 could be mapped both to eA2;2 and eA2;3: in this case, we have randomly chosen eA2;2.
Note that different rules of the virtual RB can be mapped to equal rules in the concrete RB. This occurs because distinct
fuzzy sets deﬁned on the partitions used in the virtual RB can be mapped to the same fuzzy set deﬁned on the partitions used
in the concrete RB. In the case of equal rules, only one of these rules is considered in the concrete RB. The original different
rules are, however, maintained in the virtual RB. Indeed, when the virtual RB will be interpreted by using different ‘‘lens”, all
these rules can again be meaningful and contribute to increase the accuracy of the MFRBS. Thus, the concept of virtual RB
allows us to explore the search space and concurrently to exploit the optimal solutions achieved during the evolutionary
process.
3.4. Genetic operators
In order to generate the offspring populations, we exploit both crossover and mutation. We apply the one-point crossover
to CPG and CRB separately. Let s1 and s2 be two selected parent chromosomes. The crossover point for CPG is extracted ran-
domly in ½1; F, while the crossover point for CRB is chosen by extracting randomly a number in ½1;qmin  1, where qmin is
the minimum number of rules in s1 and s2. The crossover point is always chosen between two rules and not within a rule.
When we apply the one-point crossover to the RB part, we can generate an MFRBS with one or more pairs of equal rules. In
this case, we simply eliminate one of the rules from each pair. This allows us to reduce the total number of rules.
The mutation applied to CPG randomly chooses a gene f 2 ½1; F þ 1 and changes the value Tf of this gene as follows: with
probability Pinc , the new value is randomly chosen in ½Tf þ 1; Tmax (if Tf ¼ Tmax, the gene is not modiﬁed); with probability
1 Pinc , the new value is randomly chosen in ½2; Tf  1 (if Tf ¼ 2, the gene is not modiﬁed). Typically, the value of Pinc is lar-
ger than 0.5 in order to increase the granularity of the chosen variable. Thus, we are able to counteract the natural trend of
the evolutionary process which tends to generate solutions with low values of granularity so as to reduce complexity. Fur-
ther, a ﬁne granularity generates a higher number of possible combinations of antecedent fuzzy sets and then a larger search
space for the possible rules. Applying the mutation operator with Pinc > 0:5, we force the algorithm to search more often for
solutions with ﬁne granularity so as to compensate the different sizes of the search spaces between coarse and ﬁne
granularities.
As regards CRB, we apply two mutation operators. The ﬁrst operator adds c rules to the virtual RB, where c is randomly
chosen in ½1; cmax. The upper bound cmax (5 in the experiments) is ﬁxed by the user. If cþM > Mmax, whereMmax is the max-
imum number of rules which can compose the RB, then c ¼ Mmax M. Mmax is ﬁxed by the user and is used to constrain the
search space. On the other hand, in real applications we are not interested in generating MFRBSs with a large number of
rules. Indeed, such MFRBSs would be difﬁcultly interpretable. For each rule Rm added to the chromosome, we generate a ran-
dom number t 2 ½1; F, which indicates the number of input variables used in the antecedent of the rule, that is, the input
variables with a value different from Af ;0. Then, we generate t natural random numbers between 1 and F to determine the
input variables which compose the antecedent part of the rule. Finally, for each selected input variable f and for the output
variable, we generate t þ 1 random natural numbers jm;f between 1 and Tmax, which determine, respectively, the fuzzy sets
Af ;jm;f to be used in the antecedent, and the consequent fuzzy set AFþ1;jm;Fþ1 to be used in the consequent of rule Rm of the vir-
tual RB. If rule Rm already exists in the RB, we repeat the generation of the t + 1 random natural numbers jm;f for each selected
input variable f and for the output variable until rule Rm is equal to no rule in the RB.
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is randomly generated in ½1; dmax. The upper bound dmax (5 in the experiments) is ﬁxed by the user. For each element to be
modiﬁed, a number is randomly generated in ½0; Tmax. If two rules in the virtual RB become equal, one of the two rules is
eliminated.
We experimentally veriﬁed that these genetic operators ensure a good balancing between exploration and exploitation,
thus allowing the MOEA described in the next section to create good approximations of the Pareto fronts.
We would like to highlight that the number of rules can change in the virtual RB. Indeed, the crossover operator can de-
crease the number of rules in the offspring when the offspring contains two equal rules inherited from the two parents,
respectively. In this case, one of the rules is removed from the virtual RB. Further, the ﬁrst mutation operator adds rules
to the virtual RB. On the other hand, the second mutation operator can decrease the number of rules since it can make
two rules equal by randomly modifying the selected genes. We would like to remark that rule reduction performed by
the crossover operator and the second mutation operator occurs also when the number of input variables is high. Indeed,
we have to consider that, during the evolutionary process, some rules are identiﬁed as good rules and therefore tend to
be included in several solutions. Thus, also in the case of high number of input variables, when we apply the genetic oper-
ators we can generate MFRBSs with equal rules and therefore to obtain rule reduction. The minimum number of rules which
must be present in the RB is ﬁxed by Mmin (5 in the experiments).4. The evolutionary algorithms
4.1. The multi-objective evolutionary algorithm
In a previous work [29], we veriﬁed that the appropriately modiﬁed version of the classical (2+2)PAES, denoted (2+2)M-
PAES, is particularly effective in generating MFRBSs with different trade-offs between accuracy and complexity. Unlike clas-
sical (2+2)PAES, which uses only mutation to generate new candidate solutions, (2+2)M-PAES exploits both crossover and
mutation. Further, in (2+2)M-PAES, current solutions are randomly extracted at each iteration rather than maintained until
they are replaced by solutions with particular characteristics. In [29], we used (2+2)M-PAES to learn the RB given a pre-ﬁxed
DB. Here, we use (2+2)M-PAES to learn concurrently the RB and the granularities of the partitions.
The one-point crossover operator is applied to the CPG and CRB parts with probabilities Pc PG and Pc RB, respectively. The
mutation operator is applied to the CPG part with probability Pm PG. As regards CRB, when the crossover operator is executed,
the mutation is applied with probability Pm RB; otherwise it is always applied. In particular, the ﬁrst mutation operator is
applied with probability Pm First and the second is applied when the ﬁrst is not applied.
At the beginning, we generate two solutions s1 and s2. In both solutions, the genes of both CPG and CRB are randomly gen-
erated. Fig. 4 summarizes how, at each iteration, the application of crossover and mutation operators produces two new can-
didate solutions o1 and o2 from the current solutions s1 and s2. In the ﬁgure, x:CPG and x:CRB indicate, respectively, the CPG and
CRB parts of solution x. These candidate solutions are added to the archive only if they are dominated by no solution con-
tained in the archive; possible solutions in the archive dominated by the candidate solutions are removed. Typically, the size
of the archive is ﬁxed at the beginning of the execution of the (2+2)M-PAES. In this case, when the archive is full and a new
solution z has to be added to the archive, if z dominates no solution in the archive, then we insert z into the archive and re-
move the solution (possibly z itself) that belongs to the region with the highest crowding degree [35]. If the region contains
more than one solution, then, the solution to be removed is randomly chosen.
4.2. The single-objective genetic algorithms
To assess the goodness of the solutions determined by the MOEA approach, we have also implemented two different sin-
gle-objective genetic algorithms (SOGAs), denoted as SOGAC and SOGAP, respectively, driven only by the MSE. While SOGAC
follows a classical approach, SOGAP is a steady-state algorithm more similar to the (2+2) M-PAES. Both SOGAs start from an
initial random population P0 of Npop (64 in our experiments) individuals.
In SOGAC, at each iteration t, the ﬁtness function (MSE) of each individual is evaluated and individuals are selected for
reproduction by using the roulette wheel selection. The same crossover and mutation operators explained in the previous
sections are applied to the selected individuals so as to generate the offspring population Qt of Npop individuals. The new
population Ptþ1 coincides with Qt except for the worst 10% individuals which are replaced with the best 10% individuals
of Pt (in practice, we use an elitist strategy where the worst individuals of the offspring population are replaced with the
best individuals of the parent population with a percentage of 10%).
The SOGAP is a steady-state genetic algorithm which selects the two most accurate individuals in the population and gen-
erates two offspring by applying the same crossover and mutation operators explained in the previous sections. The SOGAP
has been already exploited to learn fuzzy rule-based systems in [36]. The offspring replace the worst two individuals in the
population if their accuracies are higher than the accuracies of these individuals. Since good solutions replace bad solutions
as soon as they are generated, this SOGA accelerates the convergence. To avoid local minima, we adopt the restarting ap-
proach proposed in [36]: the algorithm restarts when the difference between the worst and the best chromosomes is lower
than 1% of a threshold Fini. In [36], the threshold is chosen as 1% of the initial solution ﬁtness value. Since in our algorithm the
Fig. 4. Application scheme of genetic operators.
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algorithm tended to restart very often. Thus, we decided to adopt as Fini the ﬁtness value obtained after 5000 iterations of the
algorithm. When we restart the algorithm, only the best solution of the old population survives in the new population.
The crossover and the mutation operators for both SOGAC and SOGAP are applied with the same probabilities adopted in
the MOEA approach.5. Experimental results
We tested our approach by using two regression problem datasets:
 An electrical distribution problem [37] that consists of estimating the maintenance costs of medium voltage lines in a
town.
 A highly non-linear function representing a concrete compressive strength prediction [38].
The complete description of these datasets will be introduced in the following subsections together with discussions on
the results.
To assess the advantages of learning concurrently RB and granularities of the partitions, we compared the Pareto fronts
achieved by our approach with the ones obtained by applying the (2+2)M-PAES to learn only the RB, that is, using only the
second part of the chromosome and ﬁxing the number of fuzzy sets in all partitions to Tmax. We denote the approaches with
granularity learning and with ﬁxed granularity as PAES-GL and PAES-FG, respectively. Further, to show the advantages of
applying the multi-objective approach with respect to a single-objective approach, we compare the results obtained by
the twoMOEAs with the SOGAs described in Section 4.2 which theoretically should be the algorithms with the most accurate
results (they are driven only by accuracy). Also the SOGAs are applied both to learn concurrently RB and fuzzy partition gran-
ularities, and to learn only the RB (with ﬁxed granularity). We denote these approaches as SOGAC-GL and SOGAC-FG for
SOGAC, and SOGAP-GL and SOGAP-FG for SOGAP.
Finally, we compare our method with similar approaches found in the literature. In particular we consider the methods
proposed in [19,21] and [22], and denoted, respectively, as Gr-MF, GA-WM and GLD-MO. Table 1 reports the description of
these methods: all of them perform an a-priori learning of the DB and use different kinds of heuristics to generate the RB (see
references for a detailed description). Among the four approaches proposed in [22], we consider only the algorithm that, on
Table 1
Description of some methods used as comparison.
Acronym Year Description
Gr-MF [19] 2001 Granularity learning + MF parameters learning + RB generated by the Wang and Mendel algorithm
GA-WM [21] 2004 Granularity learning + MF parameters learning (scaling function) + RB generated by the Wang and Mendel algorithm
GLD-MO [22] 2007 Granularity learning + MF parameters learning (2-tuple approach) + RB generated by using a speciﬁc heuristic
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parameter a, that determines the tradeoff between accuracy and complexity. As in [22] we consider two values for a, a ¼ 1
and a ¼ 3. Gr-MF, GA-WM, and GLD-MO have been executed for 300,000 evaluations, so as to make the results comparable
with our approach.
For each dataset, the performances of the two MOEAs, the four SOGAs and the methods in Table 1 are evaluated by per-
forming a ﬁvefold cross-validation, using each fold six times with different seeds for the random function generator (30 trials
in total).
Both for PAES-GL and PAES-FG, in order to show the results of the cross-validation, we introduce and plot the average
Pareto front. The average Pareto front consists of the average values of the 20 most accurate solutions of each of the 30 Pareto
front approximations (at least 20 solutions were always generated in all the trials for both datasets). In practice, the average
Pareto fronts are obtained as follows. First, the solutions in the Pareto front approximations produced in each of the 30 trials
are ordered for increasing MSE values. Then, only the 20 solutions with the lowest MSEs are retained for each Pareto front
approximation. Finally, the average values, on the 30 Pareto front approximations, of complexity and MSE for these 20 solu-
tions are computed. The choice of considering only the 20 solutions with the lowest MSEs was motivated by the observation
that the other solutions are in general characterized by quite high MSEs which make these solutions impractical. Using the
average Pareto fronts, we can compare PAES-GL and PAES-FG in terms of average values, which provide a more reliable infor-
mation than Pareto front approximations obtained in a single run.
Further, we perform a statistical analysis of three interesting points in the average Pareto fronts: the ﬁrst (the most accu-
rate), the median and the last (the most interpretable) point. We will refer to these average values as FIRST, MEDIAN and
LAST, respectively.
For both regression problems we adopted triangular MFs. According to psychologists, to preserve interpretability, the
number of linguistic terms per variable should not be higher than 9 due to a limit of human information processing capa-
bility [39]. Actually, the number of linguistic terms should be in the range 7 2 [40]. Thus, we evaluated the performance of
our approach setting Tmax for each variable to 5, 7 and 9 (minimum, medium and maximum suggested values) both for exe-
cuting PAES-GL and PAES-FG (we refer to the different executions as PAES-GL5, PAES-GL7, PAES-GL9 and PAES-FG5, PAES-
FG7, PAES-FG9, respectively). We will show in the experimental results that this parameter affects strongly the performance
of PAES-FG. On the contrary, PAES-GL is quite insensitive to this parameter, thus proving the effectiveness of the evolution-
ary process in determining the optimal granularity for each variable.
Table 2 shows the values used for the parameters of the MOEAs and SOGAs in the experiments. These parameters have
been obtained after a long experimentation. In particular, the choice of the probability values derives from an accurate anal-
ysis carried out to balance exploitation and exploration during the evolutionary process. In the table, we do not show the
value of Mmax. The choice of Mmax requires a deeper explanation. During the evolutionary process with granularity learning,
the number of rules in the virtual RB can signiﬁcantly differ from the number of rules in the concrete RB because different
virtual rules can be mapped to the same concrete rule. Thus, the evolutionary process might never generate solutions with
maximum, or also close to the maximum, number of rules. For this reason, during the evolutionary process, we check the
maximum number of rules on the concrete RB rather than on the virtual RB. We ﬁxed this maximum to 30. Nevertheless,
to constrain the search space, we set Mmax to 40, 70 and 100 for, respectively, PAES-GL5, for PAES-GL7 and PAES-GL9. We
veriﬁed that these values of Mmax allow exploring concrete solutions with a number of rules up to 30. Obviously the differ-
ence between concrete and virtual RBs does not exist in the PAES with ﬁxed granularity. Thus, for PAES-FG5, PAES-FG7 and
PAES-FG9 we ﬁxed Mmax to 30.Table 2
Values of the parameters used in the experiments.
Archive size 64
Minimum number Mmin of rules 5
Crossover probabilities Pc PG and Pc RB 0.5
PG mutation probability Pm PG 0.05
RB mutation probability Pm RB 0.01
Probability Pm First of applying the ﬁrst mutation operator 0.55
Probability Pm Second of applying the second mutation operator 0.45
Probability Pinc of increasing granularity 0.85
Total number of evaluations 300,000
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The data set consists of 1059 input–output patterns, each characterized by 4 inputs and 1 output, which describe the rela-
tion between minimum maintenance costs of town medium voltage lines with respect to some characteristics of the towns,
namely, sum of the lengths of all streets in the town, total area of the town, area that is occupied by buildings, and energy
supply to the town. The minimum maintenance cost is computed by using a model of the optimal electrical network for
Spanish towns. Of course, real maintenance costs are exactly accounted but a model that relates these costs to any charac-
teristic of simulated towns with the optimal installation is important for the electrical companies.
Fig. 5 shows the average Pareto fronts produced by the six different MOEAs. We have plotted the average Pareto fronts
both on the Complexity-MSE and number of rules-MSE planes. We observe that the average Pareto fronts obtained by the
PAES-GL algorithms dominate the average Pareto fronts obtained by PAES-FG algorithms both on the training and test sets.
As regards PAES-FG algorithms, we observe that PAES-FG5 outperforms PAES-FG7, which in its turn outperforms PAES-FG9.
The algorithm with the lowest granularity, therefore, generates the best average Pareto front. This result could be expected.
Indeed, with the increase of granularity, the regions of the input space covered by the single rules are smaller and therefore
we need a larger number of rules to cover the subspace of interest and to achieve good accuracies. On the other hand, we
have ﬁxed Mmax to 30 to maintain the complexity of the MFRBSs low, thus preserving interpretability.
On the contrary, PAES-GL seems not to be affected by the values of Tmax: the evolutionary process is able to determine the
right granularity independently of the maximum possible number of fuzzy sets for each variable. Indeed the average Pareto
fronts generated by the different executions of PAES-GL are quite similar to each other. Table 3 shows the average granular-
ities for each of the ﬁve variables of the FIRST solutions of the average Pareto fronts obtained with Tmax equal to 5, 7 and 9. In
the table, GXf and rXf denote the mean and standard deviation of the granularities for variable Xf . We can observe that, forTraining test Test set 
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Fig. 5. Average Pareto fronts for the electrical distribution dataset.
Table 3
Average granularities for each variable of the FIRST solutions of the average Pareto fronts obtained on the electrical distribution dataset.
TMAX GX1 ðrX1 Þ GX2 ðrX2 Þ GX3 ðrX3 Þ GX4 ðrX4 Þ GX5 ðrX5 Þ
5 3.8 (1.3) 4.6 (0.7) 4.8 (0.4) 4.5 (0.8) 5.0 (0.0)
7 3.5 (2.0) 3.2 (1.5) 4.2 (1.1) 3.6 (1.4) 5.6 (1.8)
9 4.2 (2.3) 3.5 (1.9) 4.0 (1.0) 3.4 (1.3) 6.9 (2.4)
M. Antonelli et al. / International Journal of Approximate Reasoning 50 (2009) 1066–1080 1075each variable, the three average granularities are quite close to each other, thus conﬁrming the goodness of the evolutionary
process in determining the correct granularities independently of the value of Tmax.
The FIRST, MEDIAN and LAST solutions of the average Pareto fronts obtained with PAES-GL and PAES-FG are shown in
Table 4. Here, MSETR ðrTRÞ and MSETS ðrTSÞ indicate the mean and standard deviation of the MSEs on the training and test
sets, respectively, COMP ðrCOMPÞ the mean and standard deviation of the complexities, RULES ðrRULESÞ the mean and standard
deviation of the number of rules. In order to asses whether the differences between the solutions are statistically signiﬁcant,
we applied the t-student test with 95% conﬁdence (column t-tTR and t-tTS for the training and test sets, respectively). The
interpretation of the t-t columns is the following:
* represents the best result;
+ means that the best result has better performance than that of the corresponding row;
= means that the best result has performance comparable to that of the corresponding row.
The t-student test in Table 4 highlights how the approach with granularity learning outperforms the approach with ﬁxed
granularities. Further, the t-student test points out that the three solutions extracted from the average Pareto fronts corre-
sponding, respectively, to the executions with PAES-GL5, PAES-GL7 and PAES-GL9 are not statistically different. Thus, again,
we can conclude that Tmax is not a sensible parameter for our approach.
To assess the validity of adopting granularity learning with respect to ﬁxed granularity independently of the multi-objec-
tive evolutionary framework, we have also executed SOGAC-FG, SOGAC-GL, SOGAP-FG and SOGAP-GL. For simplicity, in Table
5 we show only the results obtained by ﬁxing both the granularity for the SOGA-FGs and the maximum granularity Tmax for
the SOGA-GLs to 5.
We observe that the performances of SOGAC and SOGAP are comparable. The SOGA-GLs outperform the SOGA-FGs, as
shown by the t-student test. Further, by comparing Table 4 with Table 5 we can realize that all the solutions of the average
Pareto fronts obtained by using granularity learning dominate (both on the accuracy and on the complexity objectives) the
solutions obtained by the SOGA-GLs and the SOGA-FGs, which are the approaches that theoretically should obtain the most
accurate solutions (they are driven only by accuracy). On the other hand, due to their multi-objective nature, MOEAs are able
to perform a more extensive exploration of the search space than SOGA by maintaining the population diversity longer, thus
avoiding to get stuck at local optima [41,42]. To give a glimpse of this behavior, in Fig. 6 we show the evolution of the solu-
tions generated by PAES-GL5, SOGAC-GL and SOGAP-GL on a representative fold after 50,000, 100,000, 200,000 and 300,000Table 4
The FIRST, MEDIAN and LAST solutions extracted from the average Pareto fronts obtained on the electrical distribution dataset.
TMAX MSETR ðrTRÞ t-tTR MSETS ðrTSÞ t-tTS COMP ðrCOMPÞ RULES ðrRULESÞ
FIRST
PAES-FG 5 15603.9 (3861.6) + 17278.4 (4233.9) + 62.8 (3.4) 30.0 (0.0)
7 17916.1 (3055.4) + 21249.7 (3821.6) + 55.4 (3.8) 29.9 (0.5)
9 20435.2 (7474.1) + 25311.1 (8887.9) + 51.1 (4.2) 29.8 (0.5)
PAES-GL 5 13771.9 (2958.9) * 15172.3 (2934.1) * 62.6 (6.9) 28.4 (2.5)
7 14384.4 (2955.0) = 15740.0 (3071.5) = 65.0 (11.0) 26.5 (4.0)
9 14273.9 (2734.3) = 16508.2 (3284.6) = 60.6 (13.6) 25.0 (5.6)
MEDIAN
PAES-FG 5 16542.4 (4012.0) + 18663.8 (4621.1) + 50.7 (4.8) 26.4 (1.3)
7 19960.5 (3524.5) + 23507.1 (3730.8) + 44.2 (4.7) 26.1 (1.2)
9 24185.1 (9339.1) + 29515.5 (12428.6) + 38.5 (5.2) 25.2 (2.0)
PAES-GL 5 14449.8 (3046.9) * 15720.7 (2877.9) * 49.9 (8.9) 26.2 (3.1)
7 15402.6 (3502.8) = 16385.9 (3527.9) = 50.2 (11.1) 22.4 (4.1)
9 16506.7 (3489.7) = 17915.4 (3440.3) = 38.0 (11.6) 18.3 (4.1)
LAST
PAES-FG 5 18549.0 (4503.5) + 20427.9 (5317.8) + 37.8 (6.8) 21.8 (2.2)
7 24403.6 (4867.5) + 28539.9 (5466.2) + 32.2 (5.1) 21.1 (1.6)
9 32716.0 (13769.2) + 36341.8 (16400.5) + 26.5 (5.1) 19.8 (2.5)
PAES-GL 5 16361.8 (3662.2) = 17731.3 (3571.0) = 38.5 (8.4) 20.6 (3.8)
7 15954.8 (2973.0) * 17573.0 (3329.7) * 38.2 (11.1) 18.4 (4.1)
9 17691.4 (5908.6) = 19000.8 (4962.9) = 30.6 (11.0) 15.1 (4.7)
Table 5
Results obtained by applying SOGAC-FG, SOGAC-GL, SOGAP-FG and SOGAP-GL on the electrical distribution dataset.
MSETR ðrTRÞ t-tTR MSETS ðrTSÞ t-tTS COMP ðrCOMPÞ RULES ðrRULESÞ
SOGAC-FG 25392.8 (9081.3) + 29241.2 (13001.6) + 82.8 (5.5) 30.0 (0.0)
SOGAC-GL 21161.1 (4645.1) = 23654.1 (4878.4) * 83.2 (9.1) 28.8 (1.9)
SOGAP-FG 24115.6 (6039.8) + 29224.2 (8880.8) + 73.6 (5.5) 30.0 (0.0)
SOGAP-GL 20878.8 (4797.8) * 23687.5 (6652.0) = 81.0 (6.0) 29.7 (1.0)
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Fig. 6. Evolutions of PAES-GL5, SOGAC-GL and SOGAP-GL on a representative fold.
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has an MSE lower than the best solution achieved by the SOGA-GLs after 300,000 evaluations. It is quite evident that SOGAs
are not able to vary their population signiﬁcantly, thus remaining constrained to solutions with high complexity. We can
conclude that it is the single-objective approach itself to be less performing than the multi-objective approach, indepen-
dently of the type of used algorithms.
Table 6 shows the results obtained by the approaches described in Table 1 and by the most accurate solution obtained by
our method on the training set. We observe that, though our approach does not carry out MF parameters learning, it obtains
results with approximately the same accuracy as the other approaches but with a lower number of rules, to further conﬁrm
its validity. Actually, the method (GLD-MO with a ¼ 1), which statistically outperforms the other methods, generates
MFRBSs with on average 52.7 rules against 28.4 of PAES-GL5. We would like to point out that the MFRBSs generated by
our method preserve a high degree of interpretability. Indeed, our method uses uniform partitions (universally recognised
as the most interpretable forms of partitioning) and further a low number of fuzzy sets for each variable (lower than 5
for all the input variables, as shown in Table 3).
5.2. Estimating the concrete compressive strength
The concrete compressive strength is a highly non-linear function of age and ingredients, which expresses the capacity of
a material to withstand axially directed pushing forces [43]. We consider seven ingredients, namely cement, blast furnace
slag, ﬂy ash, water, superplasticizer, coarse aggregate and ﬁne aggregate. Our objective is to relate the concrete compressive
strength to the seven ingredients and the age. We use 1030 input–output patterns, each characterized by 8 inputs and 1 out-
put, provided by the UCI machine learning repository.
Also for this dataset we execute PAES-GL5, PAES-GL7, PAES-GL9, PAES-FG5, PAES-FG7 and PAES-FG9. Fig. 7 shows the
average Pareto fronts obtained by the six MOEAs. We can again observe that the approaches with granularity learning out-Table 6
Comparison among different methods on the electrical distribution dataset.
Method MSETR ðrTRÞ t-tTR MSETS ðrTSÞ t-tTS Number of rules
Gr-MF 15924.0 (2979.2) + 17582.3 (4352.5) + 92.6 (11.9)
GA-WM 12615.1 (2011.8) + 14346.6 (2371.8) + 75.8 (16.2)
GLD-MO ða ¼ 1Þ 10035.5 (595.7) * 12787.1 (1975.0) * 52.7 (4.1)
GLD-MO ða ¼ 3Þ 12789.9 (1267.1) + 14923.9 (1396.8) + 31.4 (1.5)
PAES-GL5 13771.9 (2958.9) + 15172.3 (2934.1) + 28.4 (2.5)
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Fig. 7. Average Pareto fronts for the concrete compressive strength dataset.
Table 7
The FIRST, MEDIAN and LAST solutions extracted from the average Pareto fronts obtained on the concrete compressive strength dataset.
TMAX MSETR ðrTRÞ t-tTR MSETS ðrTSÞ t-tTS COMP ðrCOMPÞ RULES ðrRULESÞ
FIRST
PAES-FG 5 22.4 (3.2) + 71.6 (45.4) + 76.7 (6.6) 30.0 (0.2)
7 27.9 (5.5) + 82.4 (54.4) + 75.0 (7.4) 29.6 (1.0)
9 29.9 (4.5) + 81.0 (41.8) + 65.6 (7.7) 29.5 (1.0)
PAES-GL 5 20.1 (3.1) = 61.1 (41.9) * 82.7 (6.9) 27.9 (1.8)
7 20.9 (2.6) = 66.1 (41.1) = 89.4 (7.9) 28.4 (2.0)
9 19.9 (2.5) * 65.7 (43.5) = 95.2 (6.3) 29.3 (1.3)
MEDIAN
PAES-FG 5 23.6 (3.4) + 74.0 (45.8) + 60.8 (7.2) 25.7 (1.5)
7 29.1 (5.7) + 84.8 (56.4) + 54.0 (7.6) 23.8 (1.9)
9 31.7 (4.9) + 83.0 (51.0) + 45.1 (7.3) 23.5 (2.4)
PAES-GL 5 20.8 (3.2) * 59.6 (37.2) * 67.3 (5.6) 24.1 (1.4)
7 21.7 (2.5) = 62.9 (39.7) = 67.5 (9.7) 23.0 (3.1)
9 21.0 (2.6) = 63.2 (39.2) = 69.0 (9.1) 23.1 (2.4)
LAST
PAES-FG 5 25.8 (3.7) + 68.3 (35.6) + 45.3 (7.2) 20.2 (1.8)
7 31.2 (6.2) + 81.2 (45.4) + 38.5 (6.2) 19.1 (1.9)
9 36.3 (7.6) + 88.1 (52.8) + 30.4 (6.8) 18.2 (2.7)
PAES-GL 5 22.1 (3.4) * 59.5 (40.5) = 52.7 (4.0) 20.2 (1.6)
7 23.1 (2.7) = 62.6 (40.2) * 50.7 (7.6) 19.0 (2.6)
9 22.9 (2.8) = 60.6 (36.1) = 51.2 (7.4) 18.4 (2.1)
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Table 8
Results obtained by applying SOGAC-FG, SOGAC-GL, SOGAP-FG and SOGAP-GL on the concrete compressive strength dataset.
MSETR ðrTRÞ t-tTR MSETS ðrTSÞ t-tTS COMP ðrCOMPÞ RULES ðrRULESÞ
SOGAC-FG 41.0 (16.3) + 97.3 (43.7) + 92.6 (5.5) 30.0 (0.0)
SOGAC-GL 23.8 (4.4) * 75.3 (42.7) * 106.8 (3.9) 30.0 (0.0)
SOGAP-FG 30.7 (7.7) + 103.2 (64.0) + 115.0 (10.0) 30.0 (0.0)
SOGAP-GL 26.4 (6.1) + 79.4 (56.1) + 175.0 (9.0) 30.0 (0.0)
Table 9
Average granularities for each variable of the FIRST solutions of the average Pareto fronts obtained on the concrete compressive strength dataset.
TMAX GX1 ðrX1 Þ GX2 ðrX2 Þ GX3 ðrX3 Þ GX4 ðrX4 Þ GX5 ðrX5 Þ GX6 ðrX6 Þ GX7 ðrX7 Þ GX8 ðrX8 Þ GX9 ðrX9 Þ
5 3.6 (1.2) 3.3 (1.0) 4.1 (0.9) 3.7 (1.0) 3.8 (1.1) 4.3 (0.7) 3.2 (1.3) 3.9 (1.1) 4.9 (0.2)
7 2.7 (1.3) 3.7 (1.8) 6.3 (1.2) 3.9 (1.7) 3.5 (1.7) 5.0 (1.6) 3.9 (1.8) 3.7 (1.6) 6.4 (1.0)
9 3.1 (1.4) 3.2 (1.5) 7.2 (2.1) 3.5 (1.6) 3.9 (2.2) 5.7 (2.4) 3.8 (2.4) 3.9 (2.5) 7.8 (1.3)
Table 10
Comparison among different methods on the concrete compressive dataset.
Method MSETR ðrTRÞ t-tTR MSETS ðrTSÞ t-tTS Number of rules
Gr-MF 15.5 (1.9) + 469.4 (304.0) + 393.3 (36.2)
GA-WM 5.4 (0.9) * 600.1 (336.0) + 563.1 (38.5)
GLD-MO ða ¼ 1Þ 6.9 (1.0) + 89.1 (34.0) + 377.8 (35.6)
GLD-MO ða ¼ 3Þ 11.4 (1.5) + 82.1 (35.2) = 195.4 (38.6)
PAES-GL9 19.9 (2.5) + 65.7 (43.5) * 95.2 (6.3)
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PAES-GL9 are quite similar, so as to prove that the maximum value of granularity does not affect considerably the evolution-
ary process. Finally, we observe that the dataset is prone to overtraining. Both the PAES-FGs and the PAES-GLs generate Par-
eto front approximations with higher MSE values on the test set than on the training set. Nevertheless, we note that,
although the Pareto fronts generated by the PAES-GLs are characterized by lower MSEs than the corresponding fronts gen-
erated by the PAES-FGs on the training set, the Pareto fronts generated by the PAES-GLs are still characterized by lower MSEs
than the corresponding fronts generated by the PAES-FGs on the test set, thus proving the good generalization characteristics
of the approach with granularity learning. These considerations are conﬁrmed by Table 7, where the FIRST, MEDIAN and
LAST solutions are shown.
As for the ﬁrst dataset, we have also executed SOGAC-FG, SOGAC-GL, SOGAP-FG and SOGAP-GL. For simplicity, in Table 8
we show only the results obtained by ﬁxing both the granularity for the SOGA-FGs and the maximum granularity Tmax for the
SOGA-GLs to 5. We observe that SOGAC-GL considerably outperforms the other SOGAs, as shown by the t-student test. Fur-
ther, the SOGA-GLs outperform the SOGA-FGs. By comparing Table 7 with Table 8 we can realize that all the solutions of the
average Pareto fronts obtained by using granularity learning dominate the solutions obtained by the SOGA-GLs and the
SOGA-FGs, thus further proving the effectiveness of the multi-objective approach with respect to the single-objective
approach.
Table 9 shows the granularities for each of the nine variables of the FIRST solutions of the average Pareto fronts obtained
with Tmax equal to 5, 7 and 9. Again we can observe that, for each variable, the three average granularities are quite close to
each other, thus conﬁrming the goodness of the evolutionary process in determining the correct granularities independently
of the value of Tmax.
Table 10 shows the results obtained by the approaches described in Table 1 and by the most accurate solution obtained by
our method on the training set. We observe that, although our method obtains higher MSEs on the training set, it outper-
forms the comparison approaches on the test set (all but GLD-MO with a ¼ 3 which is statistically equivalent on accuracy),
showing a higher generalization ability. This is probably due to the different number of rules which compose the different
MFRBSs. The MFRBSs generated by our approach are on average characterized by a lower number of rules and therefore are
less prone to overﬁtting. Further, this low number of rules guarantees a high degree of interpretability to these MFRBSs.
6. Conclusion
The use of multi-objective evolutionary algorithms to generate a set of Mamdani rule-based fuzzy systems with good
trade-offs between accuracy and complexity is one of the current trends of the research activity on genetic fuzzy systems.
Typically, during the evolutionary process either the rule base (RB) or the data base (DB) are learned, but seldom both. On the
other hand, to evolve contemporaneously the RB and the DB requires to tackle a very large search space, which is difﬁcultly
manageable. Thus, in this paper, in the attempt to approximate the ideal approach to learn concurrently the RB and the DB,
M. Antonelli et al. / International Journal of Approximate Reasoning 50 (2009) 1066–1080 1079we have employed a modiﬁed version of the well known (2+2)PAES and have proposed an appropriate chromosome coding
which allows us to learn simultaneously the overall RB and, for the DB, the granularities of the uniform partitions deﬁned on
the input and output variables. To manage the dependence between granularity and rule deﬁnition, we have adopted the
following solution: the RB coded in the chromosome is always deﬁned on linguistic variables partitioned with a ﬁxed max-
imum number of fuzzy sets. Only when accuracy and complexity have to be evaluated, the RB is actualized by using the real
number of fuzzy sets determined by the value of granularity. This approach has proved to be very efﬁcient and effective,
allowing both a good exploitation of the solutions and an accurate exploration of the search space.
The approach has been tested on two real-world regression problems and has generated Pareto fronts with solutions
characterized by better trade-offs between accuracy and complexity than solutions belonging to Pareto fronts generated
by only learning RBs without determining granularity. Further, all the solutions of the Pareto fronts result to dominate
the solutions obtained by applying two genetic algorithms with accuracy as single-objective. Finally, we have veriﬁed that
the value of the maximum number of fuzzy sets used in the chromosome coding is not a critical parameter. Indeed, the exe-
cutions of the proposed approach with maximum number of fuzzy sets equal to 5, 7 and 9, which are the values suggested by
the psychologists to preserve interpretability of partitions, have generated Pareto fronts very close to each other.
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